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Abstract- The abrasion-corrosion behavior of the alloy 31 was tested at different temperatures
25 °C, 40 °C, 60 °C and 80 °C in polluted phosphoric acid medium. Electrochemical
measurements were investigated using techniques such as electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy and potentiodynamic polarization. In order to determine the oxides and
hydroxides formed at the interface of the alloy, we opted for surface treatment techniques:
SEM-EDX, UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction. The results showed an increase
in current densities, which means that these conditions favor the hydrogen evolution reaction
and influence the parameters of the passive film. Moreover, this effect can be explained by an
increase in the activity of the aggressive ions adsorbed on the surface, thereby accelerating the
dissolution process and the exchange kinetics between the electrode surface and the electrolyte.
UV-Vis-IR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis exhibited that temperature favors the
formation of metal oxides on the surface, which the EIS discloses that film was less protective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The manufacture of phosphoric acid is the main product of the phosphate industry. This
acid acts as an indispensable intermediary for the development of most phosphorus products
and mainly fertilizers [1]. The composition and purity of the phosphoric acid depend essentially
on the type of manufacturing process used, as well as the origin of the natural phosphates. The
most widely used process in the industry is the wet process where phosphoric acid is produced
by the action of sulfuric acid on natural phosphate ore. This process generates the insoluble
product of calcium sulfate (gypsum), which is separated by filtration. The resulting reaction of
this process is as follows [2]:

Ca10  PO4 6 X 2  10 H 2 SO4  10nH 2O  10  CaSO4 , nH 2O   6 H 3 PO4  2 HX
where n=0, 1/2 or 2, depending on the crystallization of calcium sulfate in more or less
hydrated form.
The phosphoric acid product comprises various impurities, including aggressive agents
whose corrosivity is tempered by the presence of oxidizing or complexing ions and gypsum
particles. As a result, the materials are subjected to the combined action of corrosion and
abrasion. The abrasion-corrosion is a deterioration of the passive film formed at the metallic
interface, resulting from the joint action of the mechanical stresses and of an electrochemical
reactions [3].
In the phosphoric acid production industry, stainless steels are present in all manufacturing
units. Several types of these alloys are used depending on the environment prevailing at each
stage of manufacture [1]. Nevertheless, these materials suffer from serious corrosion problems
due to the chemical aggressiveness of the acid medium coupled with other thermal and
mechanical stresses [4–6].
Several publications have been studied the influence of the impurities on the corrosion of
stainless steel in industrial phosphoric acids [7–10]. These researches have revealed the
predominant role of chloride, sulfate and fluoride ions, and small amounts of these ions can
alter the passivity film of austenitic stainless steels, materials commonly used in the
manufacture, storage, and transport of acid. Another factor of mechanical origin can accentuate
the aggressiveness of the phosphoric acid solution. A. Guenbour et al. [11] have shown that the
hydrodynamic condition plays an important role in the abrasion-corrosion mechanism, i.e., the
mechanical damage caused by the effects of abrasion contributes in wide measuring to the
abrasion-corrosion of stainless steels.
Given the importance to the temperature factor and the abrasive particles in the corrosive
medium; it is essential to know their influence on the degradation of materials. This work leads
us to study the effect of temperature on the behavior of N08031 stainless steel (Alloy 31) in
the presence of abrasive effect; using stationary and transient electrochemical methods at
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different industrial temperatures 25 °C, 40 °C, 60 °C and 80 °C, and the surface was treated
with SEM-EDX, UV-Vis-IR and DRX techniques.
2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
2.1. Materials and test solution
The stainless steel was used in this work is the austenitic-ferritic type contains 31%Ni27%Cr (Alloy 31) (Fig. 1). Table 1 shows the chemical composition of this alloy. The working
electrode surface was 0.5 cm². The sample surface was abased by silicon carbide papers of
decreasing particle size (180-1500), followed by rinsing with distilled water and drying in the
air. The sample was studied in the solution of phosphoric acid (40% wt) polluted by 4 wt%
H2SO4, 0.42 wt% KCl, and the Silicon carbide (SiC) as abrasive particles. The hydrodynamic
conditions were under the concentration and the flow rate of the abrasive particles of 24 g/L
and 1.2 L/min, respectively. The temperature studied are 25 °C, 40 °C, 60 °C and 80 °C.

10µm

Fig. 1. Morphology SEM of Alloy 31 before test
Table 1. The chemical composition of Alloy 31
Elements
Wt. %

Cr

Ni

Fe

Mo

C

Mn

Si

S

P

Cu

N

26.75

31.85

31.43

6.6

0.005

1.5

0.1

0.002

0.017

1.21

0.193

2.2. Experimental conditions
The experimental device for monitoring the polarization and impedance curves comprises
an electrolysis cell powered by Voltabab PZG 301 potentiostat connected to a computer for the
acquisition and processing of the results. The program used is VoltaMaster software.
The abrasion-corrosion tests are carried out in a cylindrical cell. This cell is provided with
orifices allowing the introduction of the working electrode (Alloy 31), the reference electrode,
the auxiliary electrode, and a thermometer. A circulating water thermostat stabilizes the
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temperature of the electrolyte. Thus, the pump ensures the projection of the abrasive particles
on the material surface.
Before each electrochemical measurement, the working electrode is first polarized at -600
mV/SCE. This potential was maintained for 60 seconds to create reproducible initial conditions
and thereby eliminate the previously formed passive film. To achieve a steady state potential,
the working electrode was held for 1 h to record the open circuit potential (OCP). Then, the
polarization curves were recorded at a scanning rate of 1 mV. s-1, and at different temperatures
to determine the corrosion and passivation parameters. Subsequently, the EIS measurements
were applied, with an amplitude signal of 10 mV, from 100 kHz to 100 mHz. The experimental
data were fitted by the EC-LAB software.
2.3. Structural study techniques of the alloy
2.3.1. SEM-EDX
The observations of the sample surface are made using the scanning electron microscope
JEOLJSM-IT 100 allowing the analysis of the elements by X-ray energy dispersions.
2.3.2. X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction made it possible to determine the crystallized compounds formed on the
sample surface, at different temperatures under hydrodynamic conditions. These analyses were
carried out using a Shimadzu 6100 diffractometer, from which X-ray radiation is provided by
an anticathode copper tube with a wavelength of 1.541838 Å. The intensities of the diffraction
lines are measured using a CM-4121 monochromator counter and THA-1101 thin film fixation.
The samples were scanned at a rate of 2 degrees/ min between 40 and 120” (2θ) under the
conditions of 40 kV for the tube voltage and 30 mA for the current.
2.3.3. UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy
The action of the temperature and hydrodynamic conditions on the corrosion products
formed on the surface material in polluted phosphoric acid was obtained by UV-Vis-NIR
spectroscopy. The study region is between 190 and 2700 nm, and the spectra are interpreted
according to the second derivative of the absorbance curve.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Potentiodynamic polarization
The effect of different temperatures on the behavior of the Alloy 31 in the test solutions
under corrosion-abrasion conditions was evaluated by measuring the polarization curves
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Potentiodynamic curves of Alloy 31 in the test solutions at different temperatures in the
case of corrosion-abrasion.
As can be observed on the potentiodynamic curves (Fig. 2), the temperature affects the
cathodic reactions and also favors the kinetics of the corrosion reactions. As a result, the
cathodic and anodic current densities have been increased, and the stainless steel exhibits a
passive behavior, which reflect the formation of a passive film. Note also, a restriction of this
step by increasing the temperature from 40 °C to 60 °C, this behavior indicates the formation
of an unstable passive system when the temperature exceeds 40 °C. As can be seen, at a
temperature of 80 °C, the Alloy 31 preserves the range of passivity, this could be due to the
presence of 6.6%Mo [12], which improves the resistance to abrasion-corrosion by increasing
the formation of the passive layer at 80 °C.
Table 2. Electrochemical parameters of Alloy 31 in the test solutions were obtained at different
temperatures
Parameters

Temp

Ecorr

Rp

Ipass

(°C)

(mV/SCE)

(Ω cm²)

(µA/cm²)

40wt% H3PO4

25 °C

47

20 930

25

polluted+ 24g/L

40 °C

97

12 971

42

SiC

60 °C

208

7 428

50

80 °C

28

4 767

55
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The electrochemical parameters, namely corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion and passivity
current densities (Icorr, Ipass) are extracted from the polarization curves and summarized in Table
2.
According to table 2, the corrosion potential (Ecorr) is shifted towards more anodic values
while increasing the temperature. This displacement is due to a significant increase in the
cathodic current density.
The highest value of the corrosion current density was observed at 80 °C. This can be
explained by the fact that the temperature favors the evolution of the hydrogen reaction,
resulting growth of the H2 generation. This phenomenon is in agreement with the results
reported by other authors, who have studied the effect of temperature on the behavior of
stainless steels in different solutions [13–15].
(a)

10µm
(c)

10µm

(b)

10µm
(d)

10µm

Fig. 3. Morphology SEM for Alloy 31 after anodic polarization in hydrodynamic conditions at
different temperatures: (a) 25 °C; (b) 40 °C; (c) 60 °C; (d) 80 °C
As we know, the passivation current densities were obtained as the average value between
the lowest current density after the transition peak and the value where the current density
begins to increase with increasing the potential. Moreover, this parameter is increased with the
temperature due to the growth of passive films, whose main component is the chromium. In
general, according to several authors [16–18], the stainless steels form an oxide layer composed
of Cr2O3, NiO, and Fe2O3 in acidic medium. In our case, the phosphoric acid may also promote
the formation of iron phosphates in the form of FeHPO4 and Fe3 (PO4)2 [19]. In addition, this
increase in passivation current density can be attributed to the adsorption of aggressive ions
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and the impact of the abrasive particles on the passive film, which prevent the phenomenon of
passivity and accelerate the anodic dissolution [3,20]. The electrochemical reactions that may
occur at the surface are as follows [21]:
- Anode reaction
- Cathodic reaction

n

: M  M  ne
: 2 H   2e  H 2

- Reconstitution of the passive film : 2MO  H 2O  M 2O3  2H   2e
- Dissolution of the passive film

: M 2O3  6 H   2M 3  3H 2O

where M is the metal atom, M 2O3 is the passive oxide and M 3 is the metal cation in
solution.

Fig. 4. EDX spectra of Alloy 31 in hydrodynamic conditions at different temperatures 25 °C,
40 °C, 60 °C and 80 °C after polarization measurements
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After the potentiodynamic measurement, the surface was analyzed by the scanning electron
microscope.
Figure 3 shows the scanning electron microscopic morphology of Alloy 31 after anodic
polarization in polluted phosphoric acid at different temperatures in the presence of abrasive
particles. As the temperature increases, the surface becomes more heterogeneous and damaged.
This effect suggests that under severe corrosion-abrasion conditions and at higher
temperatures, the passive layer is discontinuously destroyed.
The composition of the surface, at different temperatures in a polluted phosphoric acid
solution, was determined by the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) technique (Figure 4). Thus,
the determination of the content of each element is shown in Table 3.
The EDX results reveal that the increase in temperature leads to a decrease in the chromium,
nickel and iron content. As a result, the temperature decreases the resistance of the passive
layer by increasing the rate of corrosion. On the other hand, the percentages of phosphorus and
oxygen raise at a higher temperature, indicating that temperature promotes the formation of
phosphate compounds. Furthermore, at 80 °C, the molybdenum content augments, which can
be caused by the formation of the insoluble compound MoO3 at the oxide film interface [22,23].
Table 3. The surface compositions of the alloy 31 immersed in hydrodynamic conditions at
different temperatures
Composition
(% mass)

Temp

O

Si

P

Cr

Fe

Ni

Mo

Cl

K

C

Mn

(°C)

40 wt% H3PO4

25

0.76

0.44

0.11

25.22

31.60

25.69

6.17

—

0.24

6.97

2.97

polluted+

40

4.51

0.68

1.04

23.96

30.00

24.24

4.35

0.51

—

9.21

1.50

24g/l SiC

60

1.34

0.84

0.56

26.88

28.10

25.65

4.87

—

0.19

9.57

2.00

80

7.57

1.26

2.00

20.81

23.16

20.97

7.74

—

—

15.7

1.20

3.2. Electrochemical impedance analysis (EIS)
To better understand the effect of temperature on the stability of passive films formed on
the surface of Alloy 31 in polluted phosphoric acid. EIS tests were conducted at different
temperatures and plotted as Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) diagrams (Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) plots of Alloy 31 in hydrodynamic conditions at different
temperature after 1h of immersion
In the Nyquist plots (Fig 5 (a)), the presence of capacitive loop is related to the charge
transfer due to the surface redox reactions. Moreover, the diagrams represent an unfinished
semicircle showing a passive character of the surface. When the temperature increases, the
diameter of the semicircle decreases, indicating a diminution in the corrosion resistance of
alloy. At the same time, the Bode plots are traced (Fig. 5 (b)), they exhibit a decrease in the
impedance module values at low frequency revealing that the stability of the passive film
deteriorates under hydrodynamic conditions at different temperatures, and they have a phase
angle corresponding to a single time constant. The module values in all the tests are less than
90 °, indicating a response of the capacitive behavior [21, 24, 25].
The electrochemical impedance results for the alloy 31 are simulated and adjusted by the
equivalent circuit (Rs+Q1/R1) shown in Figure 6 at different temperatures. The theoretical
parameters were calculated using the EC-Lab software and are summarized in Table 4.

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of stainless steel in hydrodynamic conditions at different
temperatures
The physical significance of this model has been described in the literature and has been
cited by several authors in acidic media [26–28]. In the circuit, Rs represents the resistance of
the electrolyte, Q1, and R1 represent the double layer capacitance and the charge transfer
resistance, respectively. The Q symbol indicates the imperfect capacitive behavior of the
system used for inhomogeneous surfaces and the non-ideal electrode capacitance [29].
The impedance is defined as [30]:
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1

(1)

Q  j 



where ω represents the angular frequency, and the parameter α is the constant-phase
element (CPE) exponent, its value is between -1 and 1, which leads to determining the nature
of individual electronic components, such as capacitors, inductors, resistors.
The pure capacitance is calculated by the following equation[30]:

 QR 
C

1/

(2)

R

Table 4. Electrical parameters of stainless steel under hydrodynamic conditions at different
temperatures
Parameters

T

Rs

Q1
-2

(µF cm s

α1
(α-1)

)

R1

C1

(Ω cm²)

(µF/cm²)

(°C)

(Ω cm²)

40wt% H3PO4

25

3.47

127

0.869

13 456

137

polluted +

40

3.21

146

0.839

7 902

150

24 g/L

60

2.65

162

0.849

5 049

156

of SiC

80

3.05

178

0.859

3 397

164

According to the electrical parameters grouped in table 3, the charge transfer resistance
decreases (R1) from 12 556 Ω cm² to 3 647 Ω cm², causing an increase in the capacitance from
62 μF cm-² to 153 μF cm-² at 25 °C and 80 °C respectively. This effect suggests that the
temperature adversely affects the stability of the oxide film formed on the alloy 31 surface in
the hydrodynamic conditions. On the Basis of several studies [12, 18, 31], the passive film of
alloy 31 is formed of chromium, nickel and iron oxides. In addition, the aggressive ions Cl - and
SO42 decrease the protective nature of the passive film, when the latter is involved in the
abrasion mechanism. This fact can be attributed to the low stability of Fe hydroxides under
hydrodynamic conditions [16]. As suggested by M. Ben Salah et al. [27], who has studied the
passivity of Sanicro28 stainless steel in polluted phosphoric acid at different temperatures.
He has shown that increasing the temperature results in the formation of a less protective
porous film. The results of the EIS tests are consistent with the polarization measurement
results and the observations shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 7. UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of the surface Alloy 31 in the hydrodynamic medium
at temperature of 25 °C and 80 °C
3.3. UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy
The objective of the UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy analysis is to compare the effect of
hydrodynamic conditions on the behavior of the alloy 31 at a temperature of 25 ° C and 80 °
C. The following figure shows the absorption spectrum of the surface alloy studied after 1h of
immersion at OCP.

Fig. 8. Second derivative absorption spectra of the surface Alloy 31 Cr in polluted H3PO4 at
the temperature of 25 °C and 80 °C
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The absorption spectra are similar at different temperatures in the hydrodynamic medium.
In order to promote the bands associated with the oxide layers formed at the interface of the
alloy 31, the second derivative of the absorbance curve was used [32] (Figure 8).
In general, for ferritic-austenitic alloys, the main oxides formed are chromium, iron, and
nickel oxides. After scanning the spectra, it can be seen that the bands 444 nm, 606 nm, and
730 nm may be associated with the chromium oxides (Cr2O3)[33]. And the peaks of 390 nm,
444 nm, 660 and 710 nm can be attributed to the nickel oxides (NiO) [33]. Under the effect of
2 wt% HF in the polluted phosphoric acid medium, Kerroum.Y. et al. [4], revealed that nickel
oxide is not detected in the surface film, but in the solution, it was in a complex form
demonstrated by the peaks 656 nm, 720 nm. Furthermore, the iron phosphates are the main
compounds formed in the phosphoric acid solution [19]. In figure 7, there are four peaks of 260
nm, 870 nm, 1484 nm and 1920 nm, which they increase at a temperature of 80°C. At 210 nm,
260 nm, 684 nm, and 870 nm, different types of iron are formed such as, lepidocrocite,
maghemite, and feroxyhyte as shown by the following reactions [34]:
Oxidation of the Fe(II)-rich film:
2 Fe3O4  OH   H 2O  3  FeOOH  e : Lepidocrocite

2 Fe3O4  OH   H 2O  3  FeOOH  e

: Feroxyhyte

2 Fe3O4  2OH   3  Fe2O3  H 2O  2e

: Maghemite

These oxide bands increase at 80 °C, indicating that the temperature favors the formation
of the oxide layers, but they are unstable, as reported by the EIS measurements. In this way,
the increase of the temperature in the hydrodynamic conditions prevents the formation of
protective film wich may be due to the growth of the corrosion zones [35].

Fig. 9. X-ray diffractograms of oxide layers formed on the surface of alloy 31 at a different
temperatures under hydrodynamics conditions ((a) phases stainless steel and (b) composition
of oxides)
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3.4. X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out to study the effect of temperature and
hydrodynamic medium on the crystalline phases of alloy 31 as giving in Figure 9.
Usually, it should be noted that the austenitic stainless steel is of cubic shape and has two
phases ferritic and austenitic[36,37]. The X-ray diffractograms revealed that the oxides formed
at the interface of the alloy 31 are composed of NiO, Cr2O3 and Fe oxides (Figure 9), as
indicated in the specter of UV-Vis-IR (Figure 8), and they also exposed the presence of MoO3
oxides.
Under the effect of the temperature of 80 °C, the intensity of the oxides films increased
under hydrodynamic conditions. This effect can be explained by the fact that the temperature
favors the formation of the unstable passive film, as shown in the polarization measurement
and the impedance spectroscopy.
4. CONCLUSION
The conclusion of each technique used is quoted in the following points:
Polarization curves shown that temperature favors corrosion reactions under hydrodynamic
conditions. SEM-EDX revealed that the increase in temperature affects the surfaces from which
the content of metallic elements decreases and becomes more heterogeneous. The UV-Vis-IR
spectra and the X-ray diffractograms indicated that the temperature favors the formation of the
oxide layer under hydrodynamic conditions, and the results of the EIS disclosed that when
increasing the temperature, the corrosion resistance of the alloy decreased, resulting in an
increase in the capacity of the double layer and the formation of a less protective oxide film.
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